DIVE IN DEEP

Resources, answer key, and more at www.knoxcountylibrary.org/readcity

*Some sea creatures may be found in more than one ocean zone.

SUNLIGHT ZONE
EPIPELAGIC ZONE | SURFACE–200 METERS
Barracuda
Jellyfish
Sea cucumber
Green sea turtle
Dolphin
Clown fish

TWILIGHT ZONE
MESOPELAGIC ZONE | 200–1000 METERS
Vampire squid
Giant squid
Sperm whale

MIDNIGHT ZONE
BATHYPELAGIC ZONE | 1000–4000 METERS
Greenland shark
Pelican eel
Giant tube worms
Brittle sea star

ABYSS
ABYSSOPELAGIC ZONE | 4000–6000 METERS
Angler fish

TRENCHES
HADALPELAGIC ZONE | 6000–10,994 METERS
Bivalves

READ CITY USA
OCEANS OF POSSIBILITIES
If you complete this activity, don’t forget to log another hour of reading. Anchors Aweigh! is part of Read City USA’s 2022 reading voyage, Oceans of Possibilities. Together, Knox County will read one million hours!
SCUBA RESCUE

Help! Our scuba diver needs help getting back to the surface. Use the chart at the bottom to calculate how much pressure the diver is under at the following depths.

Don’t forget that air pressure at sea level is 1 bar!

At sea level, air pressure is 1 bar. The pressure increases by 1 bar every 10 meters underwater.

If you complete this activity, don’t forget to log another hour of reading. Anchors Aweigh! is part of Read City USA’s 2022 reading voyage, Oceans of Possibilities. Together, Knox County will read one million hours!
SHIPSHAPE

Get your mind into shipshape by solving these wordplexers: word puzzles that describe a word or phrase, not only by spelling letters, but also by how the word looks.

1  Star fish

2  tidal wave

3  Fell over board

4  trident

5  Bermuda triangle

If you complete this activity, don’t forget to log another hour of reading. Anchors Aweigh! is part of Read City USA’s 2015 reading voyage, Oceans of Possibilities. Together, Knox County will read one million hours!